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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
These days UAV-IOT collaborative environment has become a hot topic for research because UAV adds significant 
potential to the IoT devices. However, there are multiple issues to address like resource allocation, trajectory 
optimization energy preservation, selfish and malicious node detection etc. In this article we propose a decision tree 
based selfish and malicious node detection technique based upon information like residual energy, energy depletion 
rate, present reputation and credibility of alternative routers. Based on this, next reputation is decided and the 
node is identified as non-malicious or malicious. During selection of route from clusterhead to a cluster member, 
malicious nodes are avoided as much as possible, to reduce unnecessary consumption of energy and time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

IoT or internet of things is a composite environment 
consisting of smart devices that can be operated by multiple 
users residing in different geographical location in the 
world. This is extremely important in modern era where our 
day to day life activities are supported by such elements and 
we can not do without those. These devices are required 
during war, natural disaster etc. for surveillance, relief work, 
delivering food and medicine in remote and affected places. 
Also an increased number of temperature and fire sensors 
are being deployed in educational institutions, companies, 
hospitals, agriculture fields, zoo etc. to enhance security of 
students, teachers, employees, patients, crops, animals, and 
so on. Summarizing we can say that, IoT devices have 
become indispensable in our society and to successfully 
organize functioning of these devices, there should be 
unmanned aerial vehicle or UAVs to process the 
information such device deliver.  

     Communication between UAV and IoT devices is 
two way. Since the sensors have very low processing 
capacity, they submit their tasks to UAV for execution and 
subsequently results have to be delivered back from UAV 
to IoT devices. After executing a batch of some tasks, the 
UAV flies to another such set of nodes to execute another 
batch of tasks. This enables efficient resource sharing 
reducing the cost. But some devices tend to behave 
maliciously and try to snatch more cpu time by sending 
tasks to UAV through head of their own cluster before 
prescribed time stamp. These nodes are termed as 
disobedient for which legitimate task execution requests 
suffer and starve. This starvation can be reduced by 
properly identifying disobedient nodes and isolating them 
from the network after incidents of recurrent disobedience. 

The various types of attacking methods are denial of service 
(DoS), injecting enormous traffic (IET) and 
injecting-traffic-before-prescribed-timestamp (ITPT). The 
IoT devices are grouped into clusters and head of each 
cluster stores communication behavior of devices under it, 
in terms of residual energy, energy depletion rate, job 
arrival and departure rate, job queue size, reputation of 
sender of the current job, reputation of the router being 
investigated number and credibility of the alternative 
routers and their past behavior. Isolating malicious nodes 
from the network relieve the UAVs from executing their 
tasks and the routers from forwarding those. This is 
expected to result in reduction of energy consumption in 
UAV as well as IoT devices. Also legitimate IoT devices 
are anticipated to get access to UAV much faster leading to 
reduced latency in the system. Also the system is much 
more safe after identification of malicious nodes. Unique 
contributions of our present research work are as below:- 

i) It differentiates between obedient and disobedient 
nodes. 

ii) Identifies the attacking methods denial of service, 
injecting enormous traffic and injecting traffic at wrong 
timestamps. Injecting traffic at wrong timestamp is a new 
attacking mechanism which is specifically applicable for 
UAV-IoT environment. 

iii) The issue of detection of malicious IoT devices is 
crucial for UAV-IoT environment but the issue is 
inadequately addressed in literature. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Among the articles that focus on recognizing malicious 

nodes, references [2], [3], [6-9], [10-12], [15-20], [22-47] 
are mention worthy. These can be divided into three 
clusters - articles that consider malicious nodes in sensor 
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networks; articles that detect malicious nodes among IoT 
devices in UAV -IoT environment, articles that detect 
malicious activity among UAV devices. The literature on 
detection of selfish and malicious nodes in ad hoc and 
sensor networks is quite vast [22-47] and various 
techniques are applied in these including reputation based, 
credit-based, machine learning and so on. Reputation is a 
number that increase with cooperation of nodes and reduces 
non-cooperative behavior. Machine learning based 
techniques mostly use support vector machines to detect 
nodes as malicious or non-malicious. The problem is a 
two-class problem [25-28]. In some articles decision tree 
and logistics regression has also been used [30, 32, 33]. 
Credit based systems [35-37] allocate credits to each node 
based on their communication behavior. The methods use 
currency to pay the nodes to forward the packets and nodes 
gain more currency by cooperating with others and nodes 
with high credit demonstrate more reliable behavior where 
as those with low credit seem unreliable and avoided in 
communication. 

       In [7], of block chain based chained drown 
mechanism is proposed where malicious nodes are 
identified using federated learning in combination with RF 
and SVM classifiers. Here the environments consist of 
multiple drones which safely communicate with each 
other’s for the purpose of evaluation of performance of 
each other like watchdog. Articles [9] and [10] are also 
concerned with behavior of UAVs only whereas the issue 
of discussing communication behavior of malicious nodes 
is inadequately explored in literature. In the present article 
we try to fill this gap [47-62]. 

3. PROPOSED METHOD DTDM 
3.1 Model architecture 
The system consists of multiple UAVs with multiple IoT 

devices under the administration of each UAV. The set of 
all IoT devices in the system is clustered using hierarchical 
cluster algorithm (HCR) where clustering is based on 
Cartesian distance between the devices. The clusters may 
be single or single or multiple-hop. Multiple such clusters 
are enclosed within coverage area of one UAV. Each 
cluster head has one task queue where tasks submitted by 
cluster members, gather in an order defined by weightage. 
Weight is calculated depending upon certain factors. 
Hierarchical clustering is applied because it doesn't require 
number of cluster information and also it is easy to 
implement. The UAV travels from head of one cluster to 
another transferring information and executing task, based 
upon the data, they do not compute anything. 
Responsibility of processing it lies on the UAVs since they 
have some computing capability. Fig 1 demonstrates 
architecture of the proposed system. Fig 1 shows structure 
of one UAV-IoT system where four clusters are there CL1, 
CL2, CL3 and CL4 No. of hops CL1, CL2, CL3 and CL4 
are 3 hop, 2 hop, 2 hop and 1 hop. So it is maximum 3-hop 
cluster arrangement. Information about various cluster 
members is stored in head of a cluster, as shown in table T ( 

table 2). Similarly each UAV stores information of various 
clusters under the coverage area as per table T' (table 3).  
Associate attributes are stored in devices an id members 
and geographical location of each successor and 
predecessor along with average of waiting time of all 
messages forwarded so far by the successors. 

 
     Whenever a job request reaches the clusterhead CH, 

the entire path of the packet is also sent so that CH can 
properly update residual energy of nodes in its history. If a 
sender does not receive result of a job request it forwarded 
TH time ago (where TH is a threshold), it raises complaint 
to CH through come other path, against its immediate 
successor nj mentioning the path it is supposed to follow. 
Receiving this complaint, CH waits again for threshold 
time TH. If any other complaint is not received from nj or 
any mentioned successor of nj, mentioning the same job id, 
then behavior of ni is suspicious and it may have raised 
denial of service attack. However CH find out the attacker 
and applies decision tree to decide whether the attacker 
should be blacklisted or not. 

 
TH = max(del-res(i,2), del-res(i,3)...,del-res(i,np)) 
 

del-res(i,v) is the time lapsed between transmission of a job 
by the sender and receiving its result, s.t.1≤v≤np 
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3.2 Identification of Malicious Nodes 
    Among various attacking methods we consider three in 
this context - denial of service attack, injecting enormous 
traffic and injecting traffic before prescribed timestamp. 
Each clusterhead maintains the following information 
about each of its members  

  
3.2.1. Denial of Service Attack 
3.2.1.1. Evaluation of Relevant Parameters 
a) Residual Energy 
let, upto the current time t, ni has generated pi set of task 
and forwarded qi se of task. In order to receive each 
message, amount of energy required by ni is βi and for 
forwarding a message packet pli through chosen downlink 
neighbour nj, required energy is {K f(i)/dist^2 (i,j)} where 
K is a constant, f(i) is message transmission capability of ni; 
dist(i,j) is Cartesian distance between ni and nj s.t. nj ϵ D(i). 
D(i) is set of downlink neighbours of ni. Among these, nj 
has been chosen for forwarding pl(i). so, C(pl(i)) ϵ D(i) and 
j=c(pl(i)) where nc(pl(i)) is the downlink neighbour chosen 

by ni to forward pl(i)th packet Depending upon all these 
notations, residual cenergy αi(t) is formulated in (1). 
 

 
b) Energy Depletion Rate  
 
Energy depletion rate is calculated after every ζ amount of 
time interval. Let current residual energy of ni at time t is a 
α1(t) and the same ζ time back was αi (t-ζ). Therefore 
energy depletion rate for all job request packets transmitted 
between αi (t) and αi (t-ζ) is given by ϒi(t) in (4). 
 

 
c) Job Queue Size 
 
Current job queue size is predicted using ARMA model and 
job queue size at time t is predicted based on the same at 
time t-1, t-2, t-3… till time 0, as shown in (5),  

 
ARMA – Pred is a function that predicts values using 
ARMA model 
 
d) Current reputation 
 
Ri (t) is also predicted using ARMA model based on the 
same at time t-1, t-2, t-3… till time 0, as shown in (6). 
 

 
 
3.2.1.2 Decision Tree For Possible Blacklisting of 
Suspicious Nodes 
 
Decision tree is a powerful supervised learning algorithm 
which has been used in this article to take decision on 
possible blacklisting of a node. If a complaint is received by 
CH against a node nk, CH wait for second time interval 
after which is compute,  
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New reputation and new job queue size are computed using 
ARMA model as in (5 and 6). f(i) or message transmission 
capability and max-eng(i) or maximum battery power 
remain the same. New eng-dep-rate(i) is computed 
applying ARMA model. β(i) also remains the same. New 
values of job-gen-rate and next-pres-time are 
communicated using ARMA model. Based on all these 
attributes, new value of status is computed using decision 
tree. Available data is sliced as 80% and 20% where 80% is 
training data and 20% is testing data. Information gain is 
applied to select one among the attributes mentioned in 
history of nodes or cluster members, which is supposed to 
be placed at the root. Calculation of information gain is 
based upon the concept of entropy or “measure of 
uncertainty” as measured in (8). 
 

 “information gain” is specified as IG. Entropy 
(parent-node) is self-explanatory. Entropy 
(children-node)denote average of entropies of all the 
children. In (8), pbi specifies probability of random 
selection of an element is class i. 
Among the attributes of decision tree, max-depth, 
min-samples-leap and min-sample-split are mention 
worthy. In our implementation, we set max depth to be 
equal to 12 where selection is allowed based on all the 
attributes in history. min-sample-leap and min-sample-split 
are set to 1 and 2, respectively because least number of 
samples is 1 and minimum is 2 samples are required before 
splitting. Similar to any other prediction algorithm it’s 
efficiency can be expressed using accuracy, precision and 
recall. These are measured as the functions of true positive, 
false positive, true negative and false negative. 
 

 
 
3.2.1.3 Detection of Dos Attack 
If the clusterhead CH receives complaint against a node nj , 
it checks the followings. 
 

 
 The corresponding algorithm appears below. 

3.2.2. Injecting Enormous Traffic Attack 
 
If job-gen-rate (j) is higher than a predefined 
thresholds-rate, then the node is blacklisted without any 
further consideration. The corresponding algorithm appears 
below:- 
 
Algorithm detect_IET (suspicious-node nj) 
Begin  
If job-gen-rate (j)>th-rate 
Blacklist=1 
End 
 
3.2.3 Injecting Traffic before Prescribed Timestamp Attack 
(ITPT) 
 

 
 

4. Simulation Environment Result and Discussion 
 

4.1 Simulation Environment  
 
Table 3 demonstrates the simulation environment. Each 
UAV covers a fixed geographical area in which clusters of 
IoT devices are there. Clustering has been performed based 
on Cartesian distance of the nodes: nodes which are in the 
close proximity with each other are placed in the same 
cluster where distance nodes are placed in different 
clusters. Number of simulation runs is 5. Number of UAVs 
increase in different simulations runs. The parameters like 
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hovering altitude, computing power, transition power, 
channel gain etc. are supported by references [28, 35, 36, 38 
and 39]. 
 
4.2 Simulation Metrics and Results  
For better understanding of the proposed scheme, we 
compare DTDM embedded version of          routing 
protocols EETS (Energy efficient Task Scheduling [50]) 
and TSIE (Task Scheduling for Indoor Environment [51]) 
with their ordinary versions. The performance metrics are 
UAV-energy-consumption, IoT_energy-consumption 
average-delay and connectors-in-detection. These are 
mathematically formulated below:  

 
Mathematical formulation of delay appears in (14). 
tot-amt-delay and tot-number-task denote summation of 
delay of all tasks and total number of tasks, respectively. 

no-of-actual-malicious-nodes specify actual number of 
malicious nodes in the network and no-of-detection-nodes 
denote number of malicious nodes that have been detected.  
In both EETS and TSIE schedules only the UAVs and IoT 
devices are scheduled only on FCFS or 
first-come-first-served basis which is not energy-efficient 
at all. Our proposed scheme-DTDM relieves the UAV from 
serving requests of malicious nodes and therefore a lot of 
energy is saved as shown in fig 2. A lot of energy is saved in 
IoT devices too  (fig 3) because  forwarding requests from 
malicious IoT devices no longer need to be carried out. 
Along with that the time that would have been required for 
serving those requests, is also saved. Therefore, average 
delay is much lesser in DTDM embedded scheduling 
algorithms in UAV-IoT environment, Hence, average delay 
for executing of tasks also reduce in DTDM embedded 
version of protocols (fig 4). This reduces packet contention 
and collision decreasing packet loss rate. Also percentage 
of correct detection of malicious nodes is very high in our 
environment because those are based on evidences (as 
shown in fig 5). Benefit of doubt is given to the suspicious 
node if its residual energy is less than or equal to 40% of 
initial or maximum battery power. 40% of initial battery 
power is termed as threshold and any node cannot remain 
operational if its battery power. In that case forwarding 
packets is impossible for a node and in this case the 
suspicious element is not blacklisted. Similarly if its queue 
is full then it is bound to drop packets and therefore the 
node is not marked as non-cooperating. Another criterion is 
the status. If behavior of the node was mostly cooperating 
as per records in history and its predicted value does not 

identify it to be non-cooperating then also the node is not 
blacklisted. All these evidences properly justify 
blacklisting or not blacklisting a node after being suspected 
of issuing Dos attacks. Similarly detection of IET and ITPT 
type of attacks are also performed based on proofs and 
hence they are mostly correct. This specifies the huge 
improvement caused by DTDM embedded versions of 
communication protocols compared to their ethnic 
versions. 

5. CONCLUSION 
Identifying the selfish and malicious nodes in UAV–IOT 

environment is extremely important because malicious 
devices do not cooperate and drastically reduce 
performance of the overall system. Here we have proposed 
a reputation based method that applies decision tree to 
classify a node as cooperating or non –cooperating. New 
status is predicted based on current behavior whereas 
previous status is denoted by reputation.  Three types of 
attacks are considering –DOS or Denial of Service, 
Injecting Enormous Traffic or IET and Injecting Traffic 
before Prescribed Timestamp or ITPT. Considering all 
these attacking methods, malicious nodes are detected with 
huge amount of accuracy.  In future we want to extend our 
work to other attacking methods that can be implemented in 
UAV –IOT environment. 
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